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September 13, 14— Monday and Tuesday— Examination for 
College Entrance.
September 15— Wednesday— Organization of classes.
November 25— Thursday— Thanksgiving Day— Holiday.
December 23— Thursday noon— Christmas vacation begins.
January 4— Tuesday— School work resumes.
January 18— Tuesday— Semester Examinations begin.
January 24— Monday— Second semester begins.
May 23— Monday— Second semester examinations begin.
May 26-June 5— Commencement exercises, program each day.
May 29— Sunday— Baccalaureate sermon.
June 2— Thursday— Commencement day— Annual Alumni re­
reception.
May 26-June 5— Camp Meeting.
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Qeneral Information
HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT
Olivet College had its beginning in a small three room 
frame building in Georgetown, Illinois. In 1908 the school 
was moved to Olivet and enlarged to an academy with fifty 
students. The College of Liberal Arts was added in 1909. In 
1910 the three-story brick building, now used as a dormitory, 
was erected, and in 1913 the present administration building 
was completed.
It was received into the Church of the Nazarene in 1912 
as the “ Illinois Holiness University.”  In 1921 the name was 
changed to “ Olivet College.”
PURPOSE
The aim of Olivet College is to provide educational op­
portunities in a Christian environment; to exalt the intellec­
tual yet magnify the spiritual; to produce men of character as 
well as of efficiency; to train men and women for Christian 
service; and to give general educational advantages to the 
laity. Its objectives are thorough scholarship and deep spirit­
uality.
LOCATION
Olivet College is located 153 miles south of Chicago on 
Illinois state highway number one. It is thirteen miles south 
of Danville, Illinois, and three miles north of Ridgefarm, Illi­
nois. Olivet may be reached from Danvile, Georgetown, or 
Ridgefarm by bus or automobile. Students coming from a dis­
tance should advise the business office a few days in advance, 
stating the time o f their arrival in Danville or Ridgefarm and 
the railroad over which they are coming. Trunks sent by 
freight or express should be sent in care of Olivet College, 
Georgetown, Illinois. Telegraph or telephone connections are 
also made by way of Georgetown.
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Grass, shrubbery, flowers, and concrete walks add to the 
beauty of the fourteen-acre campus of Olivet College. The 
buildings are about two hundred fifty yards from the Dixie 
Highway (Illinois State Highway No. 1) running from Chi­
cago to Mt. Carmel. Three of them, the administration build­
ing, Canaan Hall, and the heating plant, are of brick, finished 
in white stone.
The administration building contains thirty-two large 
rooms, including recitation rooms, assembly hall, laboratories, 
auditorium, offices, and the book store. The library contains 
more than nine thousand volumes, and the two science labora­
tories have excellent equipment, much of which has been added 
recently.
Canaan Hall is a three-story building used as a dormi­
tory for the students; the girls occupy the main part, while 
the ell is separated for use by the boys. The first floor contains 
the dining room, the kitchen, and store rooms.
There are four large, comfortable residence halls for men 
students. These are The Augustinian, The Wilsonian, The 
Wyclif and The John Wesley.
Other buildings on the campus are: the president’s resi­
dence and two faculty houses— all large, seven and ten-room 
frame houses; and the heating plant, of brick, which contains 
the engine room, and on the second floor of which is the laun­
dry.
At the present time a splendid new gymnasium is in the 
process of construction. This will be a brick structure o f mod­
ern construction and fully equipped and will be a valuable as­
set to our campus. At the same time the Alumni Association 
is completing its plans for the erection of the Birchard Me­
morial Hall, a building which will house twenty of the men 
students who are preparing for the ministry. In this building 
will also be housed the Alumni Printing Plant.
EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION
The work of the college is offered through three schools: 
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, The Bible School,
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and The School of Music. In addition, the college supports a 
regularly accredited High School and an Expression Depart­
ment. Courses are offered leading to the following degrees: 
Bachelor of Arts.
Bachelor of Theology.
Bachelor of Music.
Courses are offered, also, leading to certificates and di­
plomas in Theology, Music and High School.
REGISTRATION AND SCHOLARSHIP
MATRICULATION
New students are required to make formal application for 
admission to the college. If the student is from another school 
there must be credentials of honorable dismissal. In order to 
sever, honorably, connection with the college, should a student 
find it necessary to leave before the completion of a given 
course, there must be evidence of the fulfillment of all the 
obligations, and the final permission of the president.
REGISTRATION
Students should, before entering, file with the registrar a 
detailed statement o f preparatory work, with credentials for 
admission, as required in the various schools and departments 
of the college.
All students register on Monday and Tuesday of the first 
week of each semester. From 8 :30 a. m. to 5 :00 p. m. is the 
time for regular registration. An extra fee of one dollar will 
be charged for registration out of regular time.
Mature students who are not pursuing a regular course 
of study, but purely elective work, will be considered as un­
classified. Study lists properly approved must be returned to 
the registrar by the first Tuesday after registration.
No changes may be made in study lists except as herewith 
provided. There will be an extra charge of fifty cents for ev­
ery addition to registration after the first Tuesday after regis­
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tration of each semester, and every subject dropped on or be­
fore the time of the mid-semester examinations. The petition 
for such changes must have the signature o f the registrar and 
the approval of the instructor, as well as of the head o f the 
school or college in which the student is enrolled.
No student will be permitted to register for any course if, 
in the judgment of the instructor in charge, he lacks sufficient 
preparation to undertake the work.
In the college, sixteen hours— which means sixteen pe­
riods of recitation a week, with at least two hours of prepara­
tion for each period, throughout the semester— constitute a 
semester’s work.
In the high school, twenty-two hours— that is, four five- 
hour subjects and two hours Bible— constitute a semester’s 
work. High school students will not be allowed to take more 
than four major subjects without petition to the Committee on 
Registration.
No regular college student will be allowed to register for 
less than fourteen, or more than eighteen hours, including 
Bible, without petition to the Committee on Registration. Any­
one taking more than eighteen hours, including Bible, in a reg­
ular course in the College must pay for the extra hours.
SCHOLARSHIP
A record of attendance and scholarship is kept for each 
student. At the close o f each semester a report is given of the 
student’s class standing. This will be sent to the parent or 
guardian if desired.
The alphabetical system of grading prevalent elsewhere 
m the state is used. The lowest passing grade is D. Students 
are marked “ conditioned” or “ incomplete” if  there remains 
work which may be made up upon the student’s initiative. All 
“ incompletes” must be removed within fifteen days after the 
beginning of the following semester. Failure necessitates a 
repetition of the class work before credit can be given.
In order to maintain a high standard of scholarship an 
instructor may, with the approval of the dean, exclude from 
his classes any student who shows marked delinquency in at-
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tendance, or who neglects his work, or who proves incompetent 
to pursue the course.
Tests are given at the end of each nine weeks, or at such 
times as may be chosen by the instructor. Regular examina­
tions are given at the close of each semester.
Under certain prescribed conditions a student may be 
granted the privilege of special examinations in order to re­
move deficiencies, but such examinations cannot be allowed 
merely to improve the grade already received. A special fee of 
one dollar is charged for all semester and mid-semester exam­
inations when given outside of the regular schedule, the pro­
ceeds from which shall be added to the library fund. For any 
such examination a permit must be secured from the registrar.
RULES GOVERNING ABSENCES
Credit for work done in any course presupposes regular 
attendance on class work. Every absence from class means 
a reduction in the rating of the student, and will influence the 
grade in the course accordingly. Three tardinesses shall be 
counted one absence. Absences immediately preceding and fol­
lowing holidays count double. A student who, because of sick­
ness or other emergency, is compelled to be absent, may be 
continued in the course by permission of the instructor in 
charge, and with the approval of the registration committee, 
provided he gives satisfactory evidence, by a special examina­
tion, of having made up the work missed.
GOVERNMENT AND DISCIPLINE
The government of the college is under the direct con­
trol of the president.
The students are expected to observe the following rules 
and practices:
1. They will refrain from the use of coarse or obscene 
language and from the use of tobacco and alcoholic liquors. 
Hazing is forbidden.
2. They will refrain from boisterous conduct about the 
buildings. The possession of firearms is forbidden.
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3. Students are to observe the study hours each evening 
except Saturday, from 7 :00 to 9 :45 P. M.
4. They will refrain from attendance at questionable or 
cheap places of amusement, including the moving picture 
shows, dances and pool halls. They will not participate in time- 
wasting games that have no cultural or physical benefit.
5. Use of automobiles— Students who own or operate a 
motor vehicle are required to obtain a special permit from the 
dean in order to operate such vehicle while in school. The 
permit enables the student to operate the car only for business 
or professional purposes, not for social activities or for pleas­
ure. The permit may be revoked at the discretion o f the ad­
ministrative council.
6. The retiring hour is ten o’clock each evening except 
Saturday, at which time all students are expected to be in their 
own rooms and quiet. On Saturday the retiring hour is 10 :30 
P. M.
7. Men and women students are permitted to attend the 
regular Sunday church services together as well as the public 
recitals given at the college. Ample opportunity is given by 
special permission of the dean for classes and other groups to 
have social gatherings sponsored by faculty members. Stu­
dent are encouraged to take advantage of these general social 
privileges rather than to expect many special social privileges.
8. To leave town on matters of business, men students in 
the dormitory should secure permission from the monitor; 
women students in the dormitory from the matron, and stu­
dents rooming in town from the person with whom he is room­
ing. All other campus leaves are subject to the permission of 
the Dean of Men or the Dean of Women. For out-of-town 
leave for over night, or over the week-end, the student should 
see the matron or dean of men. A leave of absence involving 
social privileges requires the consent of the dean of women and 
of the dean o f men.
9. Students who room at private residences in town are 
under the same rules as students who room in the dormitories. 
Students who live in their own homes in the community are 
permitted to enjoy the usual privileges of the home as allowed
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by their parents. However, they will be expected to conform, 
in general, to the same rules of conduct followed by other 
students.
10. College seniors are permitted certain special privi­
leges which are announced at the beginning of the year.
11. Additional rules of conduct may be formulated and 
announced at any time. Any or all social privileges may be 
withdrawn for misconduct or for failure to maintain a satis­
factory scholarship average in school work.
12. Students should not expect the same freedom in so­
cial matters that they would enjoy at home. Rules and prac­
tices o f conduct are formulated with the welfare of the stu­
dents as a whole in mind, and with a view to promoting the 
highest spiritual and scholastic attainments. The school re­
serves the right to request withdrawal on the part of any 
student who manifests an inability or disinclination to con­
form to the rules.
SOCIAL LIFE
As a co-educational institution, Olivet College seeks to 
maintain an atmosphere of culture and refinement. Educa­
tion and correct manners go hand in hand. Here is offered the 
opportunity for practical social training in a Christian and 
educational environment.
The young men and women are together in the class reci­
tation, in the dining room, and in most of the religious serv­
ices, and are required to be polite and reserved. An occasional 
social evening is permitted for the whole student body, under 
the care of the faculty. There may be, also, small group gath­
erings under proper chaperonage.
Brief lists of social regulations are posted in the dormi­
tories.
ACTIVITIES AND PUBLICATIONS
The college makes provision for such student organiza­
tions as may be conducive to development in leadership, and 
may afford opportunity for co-operative recreation, literary 
training, musical work, and religious activity. Each organi-
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zation is under the oversight of the faculty and has an offi­
cial faculty representative.
Athletic Clubs. The student body is divided into three 
clubs for intra-mural athletic activities. These organizations 
are known as the Spartans, Indians, and Trojans.
Other Societies. In addition, there is a Music Club, the 
Philathean Literary Society (membership in these is volun­
tary) and the Honor Society, composed of those students who 
maintain a certain high scholastic record.
Debate Teams. The men’s and women’s debate teams are 
organized for inter-collegiate debate work. Membership on 
the teams is determined by a try-out each year. Credit is 
given for work done on the college debate teams.
Publications. The College is represented in the field of 
publications by its catalog and by a quarterly paper, “ The 
Olivet Collegian," put out by the administration. In addition 
to these is “ The Aurora,”  an annual book edited by the stu­
dents, and a daily bulletin, “ The Campus Ghost.”
RELIGIOUS LIFE
While Olivet College is an institution of the Church of 
The Nazarene, it is not narrowly sectarian. Members of many 
different evangelical churches enroll each year and enjoy all 
the privileges and opportunities offered to the student body. 
Since there is no true education or culture without true re­
ligion, the spiritual life of the student body is o f vital interest 
to the college. Many opportunities are given for spiritual de­
velopment.
Regular Sunday services are held in the college auditorium 
under the auspices of the Olivet Nazarene Church. Attendance 
upon two Sunday services is required of all resident students.
A spiritual atmosphere pervades the school throughout the 
week. Forty minutes is devoted each school day to a chapel 
service for the entire student body and faculty. Attendance is 
required of all and an excessive number of unexcused absences 
may disenroll the student. Classes are opened with prayer. 
There is one early morning and one noonday prayer meeting
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held each week in the interest of missions. The regular church 
prayer meeting is on Wednesday evening.
Students have the privilege o f meeting and hearing many 
prominent visitors from all parts of the country. At least 
twice each year there is a revival season in which the services 
of successful evangelists are engaged.
Many o f the students who are studying for the ministry 
have charges near the college that can be easily reached by 
interurban or auto.
INSTRUCTIONS TO BOARDING STUDENTS
The Dining Hall— All boarding students, unless for satis­
factory reasons the president allows other arrangements, will 
board in the college dining hall. We purpose to give good 
wholesome food, sufficient in quantity and at a lower rate than 
can be furnished in private homes. The dining room is not 
merely a place to get something to eat, but is also a place of 
refinement in social conversation, table etiquette, and general 
courtesies. Instruction in these social arts will be given from 
time to time. Arrangements for rooming outside the dormi­
tories must be approved by the president.
Student’s Outfit— Students will bring their own bedding 
— including outer covering, blankets, two pairs of sheets, two 
pillow cases, a pillow, four towels, comfort, comb, brushes, 
soap, napkins, napkin rings, rugs, draperies, and other home­
like furnishings for the room. In each living room there is a 
wardrobe, table, dresser, bed and mattress, chairs, etc. The 
dormitories are complete in equipment and comfortable and 
convenient in every respect. The dormitory is a real home for 
the student.
Dormitory Regulations— Students are required to care 
for their own rooms, and must observe the ordinary rules of 
the dormitory, a copy of which will be posted at the opening 
of the year.
Dress Regulations— Students should not bring an exten­
sive or elaborate wardrobe. Young women will not bring 
dresses of immodest or extravagant style. Plain and service­
able clothing is more desirable. They will dress in simple at­
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tire. Graduating costumes also are to be simple and inexpen­
sive. Non-conspicuous dress is enjoined upon all.
Laundry— The laundry work for the college is done by a 
commercial concern, and the cost for students’ laundry is in­
cluded in the school expenses. (See schedule of expenses.)
Book Store— The college book store is in the administra­
tion building. All text books used may be had there, as well 
as stationery, tablets, pencils, pens, inks, erasers, postcards, 
stamps, pennants, etc. Students should arrange to pay cash for 
what they purchase at this store.
GENERAL EXPENSES
The following is an itemized statement for a regular Col­
lege course for one semester (one-half year) :
General F ee .................................. ................................... ......$ 10.00
B oard .................... ................................................................... ... 61.00
Room with heat and light (two in room )........... ............. ... 23.00
Laundry ................. ................................................................ ....13.50
Tuition ....................................... ................................................42.50
Total.......................................................................... .$150.00
The High School or Bible School tuition will be $5.00 less 
per semester.
The General Fee for day students will be $2.00 less per 
semester.
The expenses for a college student for the entire year, 
consisting of incidentals, registration, medical and library 
fees, board, room (two in a room in dormitory), tuition, light, 
heat, and plain laundry (twelve pieces per week), is $300.00.
The price of board is subject to change if advance in 
prices makes it necessary.
N o t e : In case the school laundry is not patronized a 
credit of $6.00 per semester will be allowed.
OPTIONAL, EXTRAS AND MISCELLANEOUS FEES
Single rooms, per semester................ ............................... ....$11.00
Late registration, per semester............................................ 1.00
Ten hours tuition or less, per semester hour......................  2.75
More than the regular course, per semester hour............  2.00
Single meals .....................................................................................25
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N o t e : The Aurora is included in the General Fee. When 
more than one member o f a family is registered, and only one 
desires an Aurora, a credit of $1.00 per semester will be given 
to each member of the family not taking a book.
MUSIC 
(P ia n o , V oice)
Music Library fee, per semester......................................... $ .50
One semester, one lesson a week under head o f depart­
ment ............................ ........ ............ ..................................  30.00
One semester, two lessons per week under head o f the
department .................. ....................................................  58.00
One semester, one lesson per week, under assistant........ 24.00
One semester, two hours per week, under assistant.......... 46.00
Piano rent (one hour per day for semester)............. . 7.00
Piano rent (two hours per day) for semester..................  12.00
History of Music Class, per semester................................. 10.00
Harmony Class, per semester................................................ 12.00
Counterpoint Class, per semester.......................................  12.00
Ear training and keyboard harmony, per semester........ 8.00
Sight singing and conducting, per semester.................. . 8.00
EXPRESSION
Expression (private) one lesson per week, one semester 20.00 
Expression (private) two lessons per week, one semes­
ter ................. ....................................................................  35.00
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SPECIAL FEES
Laboratory—
Breakage fee (deposit)................... ................ - ............. $1.50
College Physics, Elementary Zoology, per semester.. 4.00
Embryology, per semester................................................  4.00
Entomology, per semester................................................ 3.00
Vertebrate Zoology, per semester...................................  5.00
College Chemistry, per semester...................................  4.00
Analytic or Organic Chemistry.....................................  4.50
College Botany, per semester.......................................... 4.00
High School Physics and Biology, per semester........ 2.00
Special examination in any study, each......................... 1.00
Special examination for extra credit, per subject.... . 5.00
Each change in registration after first week....................50
Sheepskin diploma...................... ................. ....................  5.00
College graduation............................................................. 5.00
High School and Bible School Diploma......................... 3.50
Music Certificate................................................................. 3.00
Music Diploma...................................................................  3.50
Transcript o f Credits......................... .............. ...............  1.00
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Because of the critical financial condition of the country 
in general and of educational institutions in particular all 
statements in these pages referring to tuition, fees, expenses, 
scholarships, fellowships, etc., must be considered tentative 
and subject to change without notice.
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TERMS
A contract between the College and its patrons is em­
bodied in the following stipulations, which should be read care­
fully:
1. Charges are due in advance for each half semester. 
Those who are unable to pay cash in full, in advance, must 
make arrangements at the business office for the privilege 
of substituting bankable notes in place of the required cash 
payment.
2. Rooms are not rented for less than one half semester.
3. A rebate on board for periods o f absence greater than 
one week is $2.50 per week. No rebate for board on account 
of temporary absence will be allowed for less than one week.
4. No fees or tuition for a part of a semester will be re­
funded.
5. A student leaving within two weeks from registra­
tion will be charged only for fees and board and other actual 
expenses.
6. Each student will be required to make a room deposit 
of $10.00 to reserve a room and to guarantee recovery of any 
damage which may be done to the furniture or fixtures during 
the year. When key is returned, and in case all furniture is 
intact, and the student’s account paid in full, this deposit will 
be refunded.
7. No degrees will be conferred nor credits transferred 
until all-financial obligations to the college have been satis­
factorily arranged.
EMPLOYMENT BUREAU
The College endeavors to furnish employment to as many 
worthy students as possible. Students desiring employment 
should write for a working student’s application blank. Stu­
dents working for the college for a part of their expenses are 
expected to be conscientious and thorough in their work. The 
promises which the college makes to working students are con­
ditioned on the willingness and ability of the student to do the 
work assigned. Students who present disciplinary problems 
may have their work privileges withdrawn at any time.
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SCHOLARSHIPS
Certain scholarships are awarded annually to college stu­
dents by the Alumni Association and by the College. Students 
whose high school records are high and who desire to com­
pete for one o f these scholarships should address the Alumni 
Association President, Olivet, Illinois. Applications should 
be filed by May first by students expecting to enter college the 
following September.
and Sciences

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Students will be admitted to the college upon presentation 
of satisfactory testimonials o f character and scholarship, in 
four ways as follow s:
1. Admission by Certificate. Candidates for admission 
to freshman standing may present a certificate o f graduation 
from an accredited high school or academy showing the stud­
ies pursued, the time devoted to each subject, and the credits 
attained. The recommendation of the principal for the admis­
sion of the candidate to the college is desirable.
Fifteen units of secondary school work are required, in­
cluding two majors and two minors, or three majors, selected 
from the following five fields: English, Foreign Language, 
Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies. One major must be 
in English and one minor must be in a foreign language.
(N o te  : The foreign language requirement may be waived 
in certain cases; in such cases, however, the student must offer 
an extra year of college language above the minimum require­
ment for graduation.)
A major consists of three units of work in one field. A 
minor consists of two units o f work in one field.
2. Admission by Examination. Examinations for stu­
dents presenting themselves without certificates of scholarship 
are held on the day preceding the opening of the first semes­
ter, and should be arranged for at least a week in advance.
3. Admission to Advanced Standing. Students from other 
institutions seeking admission to advanced standing in the col­
lege must present evidence of honorable dismissal from the in­
stitution last attended and a certificate indicating the previous 
standing and work accomplished. Students from other insti­
tutions given advanced standing in this college may not re­
ceive a scholarship degree until after the completion of one 
year in residence.
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4. Admission of Special Students. By permission of the 
Registration Committee mature persons may be admitted as 
special students to such courses as, in the judgment o f the 
head o f the departments, they may pursue to advantage. 
Such students are not classified and will receive no credit to­
ward a degree until entrance conditions are removed.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
1. General College Requirements. Each candidate for a 
college degree must meet all requirements with respect to reg­
istration and residence, and credits in approved courses must 
be secured amounting to one hundred twenty-eight hours. The 
hour is the unit of credit and should be equivalent to one class 
period a week for one semester. Each hour is Understood to 
represent for the average student one period (50 minutes) of 
class work and two periods of preparation. In laboratory 
courses, a two hour period is considered the equal o f one hour 
recitation or lecture period. Each candidate for  a degree is 
required to pass an oral examination covering the field of his 
major. This will be given during the second semester o f the 
senior year by a faculty committee including the major pro­
fessor in the subject in which the examination is given.
2. Prescribed Work. A. B. Course: Candidates for an
A. B. degree must complete a minimum of ten hours in groups
A, B, D, F, and G. The language requirement (Group C) is 
fourteen semester hours taken over a period of two years. The 
student will also be required to take three semester hours in 
either mathematics or logic and eight hours of English Bible 
from the courses in Old and New Testament,
Th. B. Course: Candidates for the Th. B. degree will be 
required to complete a minimum of ten hours in groups A, D,
F, and G. A minor of eighteen hours will be required in B 
(English Language and Literature) but in addition to this the 
student will be required to take four hours in Public Speaking.
The candidate will complete a minimum of six hours in 
Biblical Language and Literature (i.e., New Testament Greek 
courses 55, 56, 57, and 58). First year Greek courses 1 and 2 
are prerequisite to the New Testament Greek courses listed 
above.
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The major of thirty hours which will be taken in the De­
partment of Theology is in addition to the eight hours of Eng­
lish Bible required of all college students. Church History (53 
& 54), Systematic Theology (81, 82, and 86), Homiletics (31 & 
32) must be included in the Theology major. The remaining 
hours may be elected from the upper division courses in that 
department and may include certain courses in philosophy as 
indicated.
B. Mus. Course: For requirements for Bachelor of Music 
degree see School of Music.
N o t e : It is recommended that candidates for the min­
istry major in theology since this course is designed to give 
the best preparation possible for the work of the ministry. 
The completion of the Th. B. course essentially covers the full 
four year requirement for ordination as outlined in the Manual 
of the Church of the Nazarene. Students taking the A. B. de­
gree and expecting to enter the ministry are advised to keep 
in touch with the District Board of Examination on their own 
district. In any case the student should advise with the theo­
logical department so that his professional preparation will 
be the most acceptable to all concerned.
LIST OF COURSES BY DEPARTMENTS
A. Education.
B. English Language and Literature.
C. Foreign Languages (French or Greek).
D: History and Social Sciences.
E. Mathematics.
F. Philosophy and Psychology.
G. Science (Biology and Chemistry).
H. Theology.
3. Major Requirements. Not later than the opening of 
the Junior year each candidate is required to select some sub­
ject as his major. A major consists in most cases o f courses 
amounting to at least thirty semester hours chosen from one 
department or closely allied departments, such subjects having 
been approved by the professor in whose department the major 
is being taken. In most cases the major, then, consists of
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twenty semester hours in addition to the minimum require­
ments in those departments. However, a major in foreign 
languages shall consist of a total of thirty hours and a major 
in mathematics, or in philsosophy and psychology shall consist 
of twenty-six hours. The subjects in which we offer majors 
are: English Language and Literature, Foreign Languages 
(French or Greek), Social Sciences, Mathematics, Philosophy 
and Psychology, Zoology, and Theology. (For m ajor in music 
see School of Music.)
4. Minor Requirements. Each candidate must offer, in 
addition to his major, a minor o f not less than eight hours in 
addition to the prescribed work, the field of such minor to be 
designated by the head of the department in which the major 
is offered and approved by the committee on registration. 
However, a minor in mathematics or language shall consist of 
eighteen hours.
5. Electives. A sufficient number of electives may be 
chosen to make up the one hundred twenty-eight hours re­
quired for graduation. Not more than forty hours in any one 
subject may be counted for graduation. Only sixteen hours 
of subjects from the School o f Music will be allowed on a de­
gree course. At least one-half of the hours presented for credit 
must be in the field of theory. See the Department of Music, 
requirements for B. Mus. degree.
LOWER DIVISION STANDING
Freshmen are given regular standing when the college 
entrance requirements are fully met. Students may enter 
college conditionally with fourteen units credit, but such stu­
dents will be given provisional standing until all conditions 
are removed. They must, however, satisfy all entrance re­
quirements before being advanced to sophomore standing.
Sophomore standing is given to regular students who 
have thirty hours o f college work at the beginning o f the firs' 
semester and forty-six hours at the beginning of the second 
semester. The student will ordinarily choose his major sub­
ject at the beginning o f the sophomore year, but in no case 
may this be deferred later than the beginning o f the junior 
year.
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UPPER DIVISION STANDING
Forty hours of upper division work must be completed 
during the junior and senior years. Junior standing will be 
given to all regular students who have completed the pre­
scribed work o f the lower divisions and who have a sufficient 
number of electives to make a total o f sixty-two hours at the 
beginning of the first semester and seventy-eight at the be­
ginning of the second semester.
Senior standing requires ninety-four hours of credit at 
the beginning of the first semester and one hundred ten 
hours at the beginning of the second semester. Electives are 
to be chosen in consultation with the major professor.
SCHOLASTIC HONORS
In addition to the one hundred twenty-eight hours re­
quired for graduation, it is required that the students have at 
least one hundred twenty-eight scholastic credits based upon 
the quality of work performed. These credits are determined 
as follows:
1. For every grade o f A, 3 credits per hour.
2. For every grade of B, 2 credits per hour.
3. For every grade of C, 1 credit per hour.
Students receiving a total of 360 credits or more will be 
graduated with highest honors (summa cum laude).
Students receiving a total o f 300 credits or more will be 
graduated with honors (magna cum laude).
Students receiving a total of 240 credits or more will be 
graduated with honor (cum laude).
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Courses of instruction here offered are divided into lower 
and upper division work. Lower division work will number 
1-49, upper division courses from 50 to 100. The prescribed 
work in the lower division should be completed before the 
upper division courses are undertaken. The courses offered 
are grouped as follow s:
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A. Education.
B. English Language and Literature.
C. Foreign Languages.
D. History and Social Sciences.
E. Mathematics.
F. Philosophy and Psychology.
G. Science (Biology and Chemistry).
H. Theology.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
P rofessor Greer 
P rofessor M cCl a in
1. Introduction to Psychology—
(See Philosophy and Psychology 1.)
2. Educational Psychology—
The psychology of the learning process with applicatior 
to the problems of the teacher and learner. Prerequisite 
Psychology 1. Three hours, second semester, each year.
3. Orientation—
Required of all college freshmen. Lectures on how tr 
study, library technique, methods of preparing theses and re­
ports, how to take notes, etc. Presents a survey of all de­
partments to enable the student to intelligently choose his 
major and minor fields. One hour, both semesters.
51. School Administration—
The problems of the school room and school administra­
tion ; the nature and end of the school organization; the rela­
tion of the teacher and board, teacher and superintendent or 
principal, teachers and parents, teachers and students. Three 
hours, first semester, 1938-39.
52. Secondary Education—
History and present status o f secondary education, high 
school organization, curriculum building, the junior and sen­
ior high school problems, the high school as a supervised cen­
ter, the general principles o f high school education. Three 
hours, second semester, 1938-39.
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53. Principles of Education—
Lectures, readings, and discussions in the field of educa 
tional theory. Open to advanced students. Three hours, first 
semester, 1937-38.
54. Educational Tests and Measurements. Three hours, sec­
ond semester, 1937-38.
61, 62. History of Education. Two hours, both semeste 
1938-39.
63. Child Psychology. Two hours, first semester, 1937-38.
64. Adolescent Psychology. Two hours, second semester, 
1937-38.
Teaching of English—
Open to English majors. For description see the depart­
ment of English language and literature.
Teaching of Mathematics—
Open to Mathematics majors. For description see the de­
partment of mathematics.
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND 
LITERATURE
P rofessor  M c Cl a i n , P rofessor  Jo n e s
1, 2. Rhetoric and English Composition—
A study of rhetoric, and practice in the writing of Eng­
lish. Text, Manual, readings, discussions, and themes. Re­
quired of freshmen. Three hours, both semesters, each year.
3. 4. A Survey of English Literature—
Lectures on movements and historic influences. Manual, 
and reading from selected masterpieces. Three hours, both se­
mesters, each year. Required for the English major.
15, 16. Public Speaking—
Speech composition. Adaptation to audience. Practice in 
the delivery of speeches on selected topics. Prerequisite, Eng­
lish 1 and 2. Two hours, both semesters, 1937-38.
17, 18. Argumentation and Debate—
Principles of argumentation and practice in the delivery 
of debate. Two hours, both semesters, 1938-39.
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51, 52. A Survey of American Literature—
A study of American literature from colonial days to the 
present time. Manual, and reading from selected master­
pieces. Three hours, both semesters, 1938-39.
55. Poets of the Romantic Movement—
A study of the poets of the romantic movement in Eng­
lish literature. Readings, papers on assigned subjects, lec­
tures. Three hours, first semester, 1937-38.
56. Victorian Poets—
A study of the poetry of the Victorian era in English 
literature, with chief attention to Tennyson and Browning. 
Three hours, second semester, 1937-38.
65. Essay Writing—
An intensive study of exposition. Practice in writing es­
says, editorials, and reviews. Prerequisite, English 1 and 2 
and the consent of the instructor. Two hours, first semester, 
1938-39.
66. Short Story Writing—
An intensive study of the structure and function of the 
short story. Practice in writing. Prerequisite, English 65 or 
the consent of the instructor. Two hours, second semester, 
1938-89.
69. The Nineteenth Century English Novel—
A study of the major English novelists o f the nineteenth 
century. Three hours, first semester, 1938-39.
70. Shakespeare—
A study of Shakespeare’s major dramas. Papers on as­
signed subjects. Three hours, second semester, 1938-39.
71. Milton—
A study o f Milton’s principal poems. Two hours, first se­
mester, 1937-38.
74. The Teaching of English—
A study of methods and technique in the teaching of Eng­
lish on the secondary school level. Two hours, second semes­
ter, 1937-38.
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DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES
GREEK LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
P r o fe sso r  L. B. S m i t h , P r o fe sso r  G o o d w in
FRENCH
1, 2. Elementary—
Pronunciation, reading, and grammar. Four hours, both 
semesters, each year.
3, 4. Intermediate—
Composition and reading of modern prose. Three hours, 
both semesters, each year.
51, 52. Seventeenth Century French Drama—
A study of the principal works o f Corneille, Racine and 
Moliere. Two hours, both semesters, 1938-39.
53, 54. Nineteenth Century French Drama—
A study of several plays that represent the more import­
ant tendencies that characterized the French stage during the 
nineteenth century. Two hours, both semesters, 1937-38.
55, 56. Directed Reading—
Reading matter in this course is selected according to 
the tastes and ability of the individual. An attempt will be 
made to solve the reading problems of each student and to help 
him acquire an accurate reading knowledge of French. One 
or two hours, both semesters, each year.
57, 58. Eighteenth Century French Drama—
A study of representative plays illustrating the principal 
phases of 18th century French drama and setting forth many 
of the philosophical ideas of the period. Two hours, both se­
mesters, 1938-39.
59, 60. Nineteenth Century French Prose—
A study of characteristic selections from the prose works 
of leading authors of the nineteenth century with supplement­
ary reading of a few complete works. Two hours, both se­
mesters, 1937-38.
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GERMAN
1, 2. Elementary—
Pronunciation, reading and grammar. Four hours, both 
semesters, each year.
3, 4. Intermediate—
Composition and reading of modern prose. Three hours, 
both semesters, each year.
GREEK
1, 2. First Year Greek—
Four hours, both semesters, each year.
3, 4. Xenophon’s Anabasis—
This course includes a reading of four books of the Ana­
basis, and a study of prose composition. Three hours, both 
semesters. Given only on petition o f five or more students.
55, 56. New Testament Greek— Gospels—
Translation and exegetical study o f the four Gospels. 
Three hours, both semesters. (Corresponds to 75 and 76 in 
the department of theology.) 1938-39.
57, 58. New Testament Greek— Epistles—
The Epistles are translated with stress on idioms and 
derivations. The special aim of the course is to give to all 
students the necessary linguistic foundation for the interpre­
tation of the New Testament. Three hours, both semesters. 
Corresponds to courses 77 and 78 in the department of Theol­
ogy, 1937-38.
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
P r o f e s s o r  G r e e r
1. Greek History—
A topical survey of Greek history from the earliest times 
to the death of Alexander. Two hours, both semesters, 1937-38.
2. Roman History—
A study o f the development of Rome from its foundation 
to 476 A. D. A topical survey of the institutions and civili­
zation of the Romans. Two hours, both semesters, 1938-39.
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3. Medieval History—
A general survey of the medieval period with special ref­
erence to the development of Church and State. Textbook, 
readings, and reports. Three hours, first semester, 1938-39.
4. Early Modern History
A course covering the field of European History from the 
fifteenth century to the Congress of Vienna. Careful con­
sideration given to the Renaissance, the Protestant Revolu­
tion, and the Counter Reformation. Three hours, second se­
mester, 1938-39.
9. American Colonial History—
A study of European colonization and the settlement and 
growth o f the thirteen English Colonies through the Eight­
eenth Century. Three hours, first semester, 1937-38.
10. Political Science—
Organization, province, and functions of federal and state 
governments, federal and state constitutions, regulation of 
business and social legislation. Three hours, second semester,
1937-38.
11 and 12. Principles of Economics—
A comprehensive introduction to economic studies, based 
upon a recent text, lectures, collateral readings, and student 
exercises. Two hours, both semesters, 1937-38.
13 and 14. Introduction to Sociology—
A comprehensive study o f social progress, with illustra­
tions drawn from current conditions. Two hours, both se­
mesters, 1938-39.
51. History of the United States, 1787-1865—
The object of this course is to give the student a thor­
ough understanding of the development o f the American na­
tion. Emphasis is placed upon political, social, and economic 
life. Required of all college students who have not had courses 
in American History and Civics. Three hours, first semester,
1938-39.
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52. History of the United States, 1865— to date—
A continuation of 51 from 1865 to the present time. Prob­
lems of Civil War Reconstruction, and recent problems of do­
mestic and foreign policy are considered. Required same as
51. Three hours, second semester, 1938-39.
53, 54. English History—
A history of Great Britain from the Anglo-Saxon period 
to the present time. Special attention given to social and reli­
gious movements and to political and constitutional develop­
ment. Two hours, both semesters, 1937-38.
55. Europe Since the Congress of Vienna—
This course deals with the chief social, industrial, polit­
ical, and religious movements from 1815 to 1848. Three hours, 
first semester, 1937-38.
56. History of Modern Europe from 1848 to the present
time.
A continuation of course 55, bringing the studies down 
to date. Three hours, second semester, 1937-38.
57. 58. World History Since 1914—
A survey of the causes of the war, followed by a study of 
the outbreak, progress and cessation o f the war. Considera­
tion is given to the economic reconstruction and post-war prob­
lems. Prerequisite, History 55. Two hours, both semesters,
1938-39.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 
P rofessor  P rice
A major in Mathematics consists of 26 semester hours 
inclusive of Mathematics 1, 2, 3, 7 and 10.
1. College Algebra—
Topics; theory of exponents, graphical representation of 
linear and quadratic functions; mathematical induction, de­
terminants, logarithms, series variation, progressions, limits, 
etc. First semester, three hours, each year.
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2. Plane Trigonometry—
Topics; generalization of angles, trigonometric functions 
and formulae; theory and use of tables; solution of right and 
oblique triangles; inverse functions, and trigonometric equa­
tion. Second semester, thre^ hours, each year.
3. Analytic Geometry—
Graphical representation of points and curves in a plane; 
determination of the properties and relation o f plane curves 
by a study of their equations and graphs; investigation of 
the straight line and conic sections. First semester, three 
hours, 1938-39.
7. Differential Calculus—
Differentiation and integration o f functions, with the 
usual algebraic, geometric, and mechanical applications. Pre­
requisite, mathematics 1 and 2. First semester, five hours, 
1938-39.
10. Integral Calculus—
A continuation of the study of integral calculus. Such 
topics as integration o f rational fractions, integration by 
change of variable, reduction formulas, the definite integral, 
successive and partial integration, and ordinary differential 
equations are considered in this course. Second semester, three 
hours, 1938-39.
51. Theory of Equations—
This course treats o f the properties and roots of equa­
tions, the solutions of the cubic, quartic, binomial and recip­
rocal equations; also, symmetrical functions o f roots, elimina­
tion, and determinants. Prerequisite: 7 and 10. First semes­
ter, three hours, 1938-39.
52. Teachers’ Course—
Prerequisite, Mathematics 7 and 10. Three hours, second 
semester, 1937-38.
53. College Geometry—
Topics; geometric constructions, loci, similar and homo- 
thetic figures, the nine point circle, harmonic section; poles 
and polars; orthogonal circles, miscellaneous theorems. Three 
hours, first semester, 1937-38.
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54. Differential Equations—
A study of linear equations with constant coefficients 
and equations of second order with geometrical and physical 
applications; also partial differential equations, with classic 
types. Prerequisite: 7 and 10. Second semester, three hours,
1937-38.
58. History of Mathematics—
This course gives a historical survey of the science of 
mathematics. It enables the student to follow the genesis of 
the science, to grasp the essential facts of mathematics, and to 
utilize them in the teaching profession. Prerequisite: 3. Sec­
ond semester, three hours, 1937-38.
61. Higher Algebra—
An advanced college course. First semester, three hours,
1938-39.
82. Elementary Projective Geometry—
The fundamental notions of projective geometry: projec­
tions, section, perspective, etc. Both analytic and geometric 
methods are employed. Projective correspondence; involution 
and general projective relations between one dimensional 
forms are studied. Second semester, three hours.
84. Advanced Analytic Geometry—
Prerequisite: 3. Second semester, two hours.
ASTRONOMY
1. Descriptive Astronomy—
The earth as an astronomical body, the solar system. 
Three hours, first semester, 1937-38.
2. Descriptive Astronomy (continued)
The sun, stars, and nebulae, the galactic system; the phys­
ical universe. Three hours, second semester, 1937-38.
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DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND 
PSYCHOLOGY 
P r o f e s s o r  L . B . S m it h
1. Introduction to Psychology—
A general study of the fundamental principles of mod­
ern psychology. Prerequisite, ‘one year of 'college work. 
Three hours, first semester, each year.
2. Educational Psychology—
(See Education 2.)
51. History of Philosophy—
A study o f th eleading systems of Ancient, Medieval, and 
Modern Philosophy. Three hours, first semester, 1937-38.
52. Contemporary' Thinking—
A study o f the philosophy of the present day thinkers. 
Three hours, second semester, 1937-38. Prerequisite, Philoso­
phy 51.
53. Philosophy of Religion—
A  survey of the world religions, with a study of their car­
dinal characteristics, principles and tendencies; also the su­
periority of the Chirstian religion as the only satisfying world 
religion. Normal and abnormal Christian experience will be 
dscussed. Two hours, first semester, 1937-38. Prerequisite, 
Philosophy 51.
54. Problems in Philosophy—
A study) of fundamental problems of Philosophy. Two 
hours, second secester, 1937-38. Prerequisite, Philosophy 51.
55. Elementary Logic—
Both inductive and deductive methods of reasoning will 
be studied and applied to practical problems. Three hours, 
first semester, 1938-39.
56. Social Psychology—
The object of this course is to teach the fundamental 
principles of social relationship, as grounded in physiology
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and psychology. It deals with social instincts, suggestions, 
imitation, sympathy, crowd leadership, public opinion, social 
influence, and social progress. Three hours, second semes­
ter, 1938-39.
57. Rational Theism—
An examination of the various theories of accounting for 
the universe, showing the absolute need o f a First Cause. A 
discussion and emphasis o f the theistic conception of the 
world, religion, providence, redemption, atonement, immor­
tality, etc.; also a discussion of the non-Christian theories. 
Two hourse, first semester, 1938-39. Prerequisite, Philosophy
51.
58. Christian Ethics—
The most important ethical theories will be discussed. 
The nature and general principles of moral conduct will be 
sought. These principles will be applied to all varieties of 
social and religious problems. Two hours, second semester,
1938-39.
83, 84. History of Christian Thought—
Three hours, both semesters. See courses of correspond­
ing numbers in the Department of Theology, 1937-38.
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DEPARTMENT OP SCIENCE
(BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY)
P rofessor  B u s h e y , P rofessor  S t r ic k l e r , 
P rofessor  R o deffer
ZOOLOGY
1. Elementary Zoology—
The principal facts of animal structure are brought out, 
as well as the general development and classification. Labora­
tory work and outside reading are an important part of the 
course. Five hours, first semester. (Three hours’ credit for 
seniors), each year.
2. Vertebrate Zoology—
A study of the systems and organs in vertebrates as well 
pfe their function and development. The course consists of 
three hours’ lecture work and two double periods in the labora­
tory per week. Prerequisite, Zoology 1. Five hours, second 
semester, 1937-38.
3. Invertebrate Zoology
This course includes lectures, laboratory and field trips. 
It deals especially with the classification, morphology, embry­
ology, physiology, and life histories of the invertebrates exclu­
sive of insects. Prerequisite, Zoology 1. Three hours, first 
semester, 1938-39.
4. Heredity—
The textbook and lectures cover the general facts of hered­
ity and their relationship to man. The mechanism through 
which heredity is manifested, the results of hybridization, in­
cluding Mendel’s Law, superstitious fallacies, and the mainte­
nance of racial qualities are dwelt upon in the course. Pre­
requisite, Zoology 1. Three hours, second semester, 1938-39.
8. Faunistic Zoology—
A course in identification of local animal life. It will con­
sist of laboratory, field trips, and occasional lectures. Pre­
requisite, Zoology 1. Second semester, two hours credit.
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51-52. Embryology of Vertebrates—
Lectures and laboratory work dealing mostly with the 
embryology of the chick. Prerequisite, Zoology 1. Three 
hours, both semesters, 1937-38.
53-54. Entomology—
Lectures, laboratory work, and field trips have to do with 
the collection, morphology, identification, and life histories of 
the more common insects. Prerequisite, Zoology 1. Three 
hours, both semesters. Credit for graduation not allowed un­
less both semesters of course are taken, 1938-39.
55-56. Special Research— (Credit to be arranged.)
58. Biological Technique—
Actual practice in collecting and preserving of animals 
and plants with practice in making of slides. Credit two to 
four hours.
BOTANY
1. General Botany—
A study o f the morphology, physiology, and taxonomy of 
plant life. Demonstrations, laboratory work, and field trips 
will be included in the course. Five hours, second semester. 
Required for Zoology major.
CHEMISTRY
1. General Chemistry—
Elementary inorganic chemistry for beginners in college 
chemistry, comprising a study of all the fundamental laws and 
reactions. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory work. Five 
hours, first semester, each year. (Three hours’ credit for sen­
iors and those having had a high school course in chemistry.)
2. General Chemistry—
A continuation of Chemistry 1, dealing with the study of 
the properties and uses of the common elements and their re­
lated compounds. Particular emphasis is placed on their prac­
tical applications. Prerequisite, High School Chemistry or 
Chemistry 1. Five hours, second semester, each year.
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51. Analytical Chemistry, Qualitative—
A laboratory course in qualitative analysis of simple com­
pounds and mixtures. Prerequisite, Chemistry 2. Three 
hours, first semester, 1937-38.
52. Analytical Chemistry, Quantitative—
A laboratory course in quantitative analysis of simple 
compounds and mixtures. Prerequisite, Chemistry 1, 2, and 
51. Three hours, second semester, 1937-38.
53 and 54. Organic Chemistry—
A study of the more important classes o f the carbon de­
rivatives, covering the aliphatic and aromatic series. The 
course includes lectures, recitations, and laboratory work. 
Prerequisite, Chemistry 1 and 2. Three hours, both semes­
ters, 1938-39.
61 and 62. Special Research— (Credit to be arranged.)
DEPARTMENT OF THEOLOGY
P ro fe sso r  H o w e , P ro fe sso r  L . B . S m i t h , P ro fesso r  B u s h e y , 
P ro fe sso r  S. A . S m i t h , P ro fesso r  J o n es
THEOLOGY
81, 82. Systematic Theology—
A study of theology designed for advanced students. Text 
book, readings and lectures dealing with the fundamental doc­
trines of evangelical Christianity. Three hours, both semes­
ters, 1938-39. Required for Th. B.
83, 84. History of Christian Thought—
An approach to theology through a study of the progress 
and development of Christian thought. Three hours, both 
semesters, 1937-38.
85. Problems in Theology—
This course takes up the theological problems that have 
been the great battle ground for theologians and endeavors to 
bring about an understanding of the issues involved. Sem­
inar, 2 hours, one semester, 1937-38.
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86. The Theology of Holiness—
An intensive study of the Wesleyan doctrine of Christian 
Perfection with extensive readings from the old classics of 
the Holiness movement as well as readings in the best con­
temporary literature dealing with this, the central doctrine of 
the Church of the Nazarene, together with a study of the his­
tory of the doctrine of Entire Sanctification. Two hours, sec­
ond semester, 1937-38. Required for Th. B.
HOMILETICS AND PASTORAL THEOLOGY
15, 16. Public Speaking—-
See courses of corresponding number in the department of 
English Language and Literature. 1937-38.
31, 32. Principles of Preaching—
The technique of sermon building. A laboratory method 
is followed consisting of sermon analysis and sermon outlining. 
Two hours, both semesters, 1938-39. Required for Th. B.
35. Pastoral Theology—
A study of the practical problems of the pastorate. Two 
hours, first semester, 1937-38.
36. Ecclesiastical Architecture and Worship—
A study in church building and in the art of worship. 
Two hours, second semester, 1937-38.
BIBLICAL LITERATURE
1, 2. The Pauline Epistles—
Studies in the life and letters of Paul. Two hours, both 
semesters, each year. Required of all college freshmen.
61. The History of Israel—
Traces God’s dealing with the Israelites from the earli­
est times to the death of Moses. Three hours, first semester, 
1937-38.
62. The Minor Prophets—
A careful study of the message o f the Twelve. Critical 
problems and present day applications are considered. Three 
hours, second semester, 1937-38.
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75, 76. A study of the Gospels in the Original Greek—
Three hours, both semesters, 1938-39.
77, 78. The Greek Epistles—
Studies in the Epistles in the original language. Three 
hours, both semesters, 1937-38.
ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY
53, 54. Church History—
A history of the church for those who have a broad back­
ground in historical studies. Three hours, both semesters,
1937-38. Required for Th. B.
55. The Apostolic Church—
This course gives attention to the beginnings, the crystal­
lization and the progress o f Christianity during the first five 
centuries. Two hours, one semester, 1938-39.
56. A History of the Reformation—
Special studies of the period of the Reformers. Two hours, 
second semester, 1938-39.
57. The Modern Church—
Specialized studies in the modern period. Seminar.
58. The American Church-—-
A history of religion in America. Seminar.
59. Christian Biography—
Biographical and autobiographical studies in the lives of 
some o f the great leaders in the history of the Christian 
church. Two hours, one semester each year.
ARCHAEOLOGY
71. Archaeology—
A survey course in the science of archaeology which takes 
up the history, methods and findings of modern scholars in 
this field. Three hours, one semester, 1938-39.
COMPARATIVE RELIGION
41. Comparative Religion—
An advanced course in the study of the outstanding world 
religions and the relationship of Christianity to them. Two 
hours, first semester, 1937-38.
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42. Comparative Religion—
Completion of studies begun in course 41. Two hours, 
second semester, 1937-38.
PHILOSOPHY
Students majoring in Theology may elect not to exceed 
six hours from certain courses in the department o f philoso­
phy to apply on the theology major. The hours elected from 
the department of philosophy are to be above the minimum re­
quirement for that department.
The philosophy courses from which these hours may be 
elected are: Philosophy of Religion, Christian Ethics, Rational 
Theism, History o f Christian Thought, Contemporary Think­
ing, Problems of Philosophy and History of Philosophy. It 
will be observed that History of Philosophy is a prerequisite 
for most of the courses included in this list.


ENGLISH BIBLE COURSE
This three year course is open to all students regardless 
of previous educational advantages who are able to carry the 
work. It will cover the subjects and meet the requirements 
for ordination in the Church of the Nazarene. One hundred 
and twenty semester hours are required for graduation and on 
the completion of the course a diploma is given.
The one hundred and twenty semester hours are equally 
divided between Bible school and high school subjects. Sixty 
hours of the work are done in such subjects as Old and New 
Testaments, Biblical literature, Church History, Missions, Sys­
tematic Theology, Homiletics, and related courses. The re­
maining sixty hours are to be taken from the high school de­
partment. English I, II, and III are required, also American 
History.
When a student comes to us for this course and has to his 
credit at the time of his coming high school work from other 
institutions, he will be required to elect general courses from 
the high school department so that sixty hours of high school 
work will be done in residence with us. If, in the process of 
working out this balance of sixty hours, the student meets the 
requirements for high school graduation, he will be granted 
his high school diploma and the additional hours remaining 
will be elected from the College of Liberal Arts.
In no case will it be possible to complete this course in less 
than three full years o f residence work.
Theological courses bearing Roman numerals are open 
to English Bible students.
OLIVET COLLEGE BIBLE SCHOOL
FOUNDATION COURSES
This department has been instituted for those who, al­
though unable to take the degree courses, yet wish to get a 
practical Bible training that they may be as useful and effi­
cient as possible in Christian work. We are taking care of
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these eleventh hour laborers by giving them courses suited to 
their needs.
THEOLOGY
I. Introduction to Theology—
A brief but comprehensive survey in which all of the 
major features of fundamental theology are considered. Two 
hours, first semester, each year. Required.
II. Holiness and Power—
An intensive study of the doctrine of holiness as held by 
the Church o f the Nazarene. Two hours, second semester, 
each year. Required.
VII, VIII. Systematic Theology•—
A survey course in theology intended for  students taking 
the three year English Bible course. Three hours, both semes­
ters, 1937-38. Required.
HOMILETICS 
XXXI, X X XII. Homiletics—
A thorough study of the preparation and delivery of the 
sermon. Lectures, readings, and actual sermon building. Two 
hours, both semesters, 1937-38. Required.
BIBLICAL LITERATURE
III. IV. The Bible, Book by Book—
Deals with the essential message o f the Bible from the 
first book to the last of the Old Testament. Two hours, both 
semesters, 1937-38.
V. Foundation Bible Study—
A general study of the Bible, its language, how we got it, 
how to study it, etc. Three hours, first semester, 1938-39.
VI. Bible Characters—
Character studies from both the Old and the New Testa­
ment. Three hours, second semester, 1938-39.
XIII. The History of Israel—
A study of the leaders o f Israel from Abraham to Joshua. 
Three hours, first semester, 1938-39.
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XIV. The Minor Prophets—
This is course 62 offered to students taking the three year 
English Bible course. Three hours, second semester, 1938-39.
XV. The Major Prophets—
Studies in the Major Prophets with special attention being 
given to Isaiah. Three hours, first semester, 1937-38.
XVI. Hebrew Poetry—
Literary and exegetical studies in the poetical sections of 
the Old Testament. Three hours, second semester, 1937-38. 
XIX , XX. Hermeneutics—
The problem of Biblical interpretation carefully consid­
ered. Three hours, both semesters, 1937-38. Open to third 
year Bible School students only.
XXI. Synoptic Gospels—
A synthetic study of the first three Gospels. Two-hours, 
first semester, 1937-38.
XXII. Study of the Epistles—
A careful study of the New Testament Epistles. Two 
hours, second semester, 1937-38.
XXIII. Hebrews—
This course takes up the book of Hebrews in a very care­
ful way, giving attention to the problems and teachings of this 
book. Three hours, 1938-39.
XXIV. The Gospel of John—
Studies in the Johannine theology, with special emphasis 
on Christology. Three hours, 1938-39.
XXV. XXVI. The Book of Genesis—
A  study of the beginnings, with special emphasis on the 
entrance of sin and the Promise of Deliverer— the forces set 
at work to make the coming of the Deliverer possible. Three 
hours, one semester, 1937-38.
CHURCH HISTORY
IX, X. Introduction to Church History—
A survey course covering the history of the Christian 
church. Three hours, both semesters, 1938-39. Required.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
XI. A History of Religious Education—
Traces the history of the present movement and lays a 
foundation for specialized studies. Two hours, first semester,
1938-39.
XII. Religious Education, Later Adolescent Period—
A specialized study of the needs and the technique in the 
religious education of the High School age. Two hours, sec­
ond semester, 1938-39.
MISSIONS
XVII. Missions—
The missionary movement from Carey to the beginning 
of the modern missionary movement. Two hours, first semes­
ter, 1938-39.
XVIII. Missions—
A careful study of the modern missionary movement, its 
trends, problems, etc. Two hours, second semester, 1938-39.
ARCHAEOLOGY
XX XX .
This course reviews the field and studies the recent prog­
ress of archaeology, especially in its relationship to the Old 
and New Testaments. Three hours, one semester.
PSYCHOLOGY
L, LI. Psychology—
A study of the fundamental mind processes. Two hours, 
boht semesters, 1937-38. Required.


THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
I r e n e  P e a k e  P r ic e , A. B., B. Mus.
Director 
Theory, Piano, Organ.
A. B. Kingswood College, B. Mus. Kingswood College (Ky.) ; 
Graduate work University o f Illinois School o f Music; North­
western University School of Music; Julliard School of Music,
New York City, under Guy Maier.
W a l t e r  B u r d ic k  L a r s e n , B . M us.
Dean of Voice
Diploma, Western Conservatory, 1927; Student Boise Acad­
emy o f Music, 1928; State Licentiate degree in piano and the­
ory, N. Dak., 1929; B. M. in piano and voice, University Con­
servatory, Chicago, 1931 and 1932; graduate study MacPhail 
School, Minneapolis; Bethany Lutheran College, Kansas; 
American Conservatory, Chicago. Pupil of Ralph Zercher, 
Hagbard Brase, B. F. Laukandt, Mus. D., Gabriel Fenyves, 
Louise Robyn, Mrs. Edward MacDowell, Stanley Avery, George 
Liebling, and Bertha Gilbertson (two and one-half years).
N a o m i  L a r s e n , B . M u s .
B. M. in piano and voice, Olivet College, 1933; Head of Voice 
Dept. Northwest Nazarene College, 1933-34 ; Graduate study 
Bethany Lutheran College, Kansas; American Conservatory, 
Chicago. Special certificate in Children’s Musical Training, 
American Conservatory, under Louise Robyn. Pupil of Ca­
mille Graziadi, Evangeline Lehmann, Hagbard Brase, and
Thure Jaderborg.
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DEPARTMENTS AND COURSES
I.
PREPARATORY
Students of any grade of advancement are admitted, in­
cluding beginners (adults or children). Courses are offered in 
piano and voice to prepare the student for the Freshman re­
quirements in these subjects in the Academic Department.
II.
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT 
The Olivet College School of Music offers courses leading 
to the Teachers’ Certificate, Diploma and the degree of Bach­
elor of Music with major in Piano or Voice.
The requirements for entrance and graduation as set 
forth in this catalog are in accordance with the regulations of 
all accredited conservatories of music.
Entrance Requirements 
Students enrolling in regular courses as candidates for 
Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees must be not less than 15 
years of age and must be graduates of an accredited high 
school, and must present not less than fifteen units of credit.
The fifteen units of credit must include two majors and 
two minors, or three majors, selected from the following five 
fields: English, Foreign Language, Mathematics, Science, and 
Social Studies. One major must be in English and one minor 
must be in a foreign language. A major consists of three units 
of work in one field; a minor, two units.
Advanced Standing 
Work completed in other institutions of accredited stand­
ing will be recognized toward graduation. Transferred credits 
in academic subjects and in History of Music, as required for 
graduation in Olivet College School of Music, will be given full 
credit. Transferred credits in Applied Music, and theoretical 
subjects, will receive credit subject to examination or to con­
tinued study in courses of similar content in the School of 
Music.
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SPECIAL STUDENTS
Special students are not required to meet the entrance re­
quirements and may elect to study piano or voice and to enroll 
in additional courses of their choice for which their previous 
training has prepared them. They need not follow the full pre­
scribed courses.
DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS 
PIANO
A satisfactory examination by the Director of Music shall 
qualify the student for entrance into this Department.
P ia n o  6— Scales, all major and minor in moderate tempo. 
Arpeggios, triads, dominant seventh chords and diminished 
chords. Studies: Berens, Concone, Moskowski, Czerny, etc. 
Bach: easier two-part inventions, Schumann, Sonatas by Mo­
zart, Haydn and Beethoven. Greig: Lyric pieces. Mendels­
sohn : Songs without words.
P ia n o  7— Scales with increased tempo— thirds, sixths 
and tenths, etc. Exercises: Czerny, Hanon, Pichna— Bach: 
two-part inventions, French and English Suites. More ad­
vanced Sonatas. Pieces of Chopin, Schubert and some more 
Modern composers. McDowell: Woodland Sketches. Greig: 
Peer Gynt Suite.
P ia n o  &—All the scales, major and minor, parallel and 
contrary motion in increased tempo. Exercises: Brahms, and 
Czerny. Studies: Kullak, octave studies. Cramer— 50 stud­
ies. Bach: three-part inventions. Advanced Sonatas by Bee­
thoven. Pieces by Chopin, Schumann, Debussy, Liszt and mod­
ern composers.
P ia n o  9-10— Scales and arpeggios to MM-108, including 
melodic minor scales. Studies: Clementi, Gradus; Moscheles, 
Bach: Well-tempered Clavichord. Pieces by Chopin, Noc­
turnes, Etudes, Ballads, etc. Rachmaninoff, Brahms, Liszt, 
Debussy, etc.
P ia n o  10 (continued)— Studies: Czerny, studies for left 
hand. Tausig, Chopin Etudes, advanced. More Advanced So­
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natas, by Beethoven. Concerto study by Grieg, Schumann, etc. 
Advanced pieces by Schumann, Liszt, Chopin, McDowell, 
Brahms, Debussy, Ravel, etc.
A  certificate is granted at the end of the second year of 
successful work, a Diploma at the end of the third year, and 
the Bachelor of Music degree at the end of the fifth year.
The last two years may be covered in one year provided 
the student is able to do the work in that amount of time.
PIANO MAJOR— B. Mus.
First Year Third Year
Hrs. per Semester Hrs.Credit Hrs. per Semester Hrs.Credit
Piano 6.................. 12 Piano 8-9................ 12
Sight Singing ....  2 2 *Harmony I I _____  3 fi
Appreciation and *History II..............  3 3
History of Music 3 6 Ensemble .............. 1
Chorus ..................  1 1 Accompanying..... 1
English....... ..........  3 6 Psychology and
Methods ................  1 2 Ed........................  3 6
Second Year 
Piano 7 .................. 12
Language............ 4
Fourth Year 
Piano 10................
8
12
Harmony 1............ 3 6 *Composition.... . 3 6
English.... .............  2 4 Conducting and
Ensemble or Ac­ Sight Singing.... 2 4
companying ..... 2 * Counterpoint........ 2 4
Key Board Har­ Language ..............  3 6
mony ..................  1 2 *Form and Analysis 2 4
Ear Training........ 1 2 Chorus or Orches­
Modern M usic..... 3 tra ...................... 1
Upon the completion of the first two years of the course 
as outlined above a student will be granted a certificate. At 
the end of the third year a student will be granted a diploma, 
and upon the completion o f the course the degree B. Mus. will 
be conferred. A diploma may also be given to students who 
complete the full four years’ work but who omit the literary 
subjects.
Courses marked with an asterisk (*) ,  not to exceed a total 
of sixteen hours, may be applied on the work done for an A. B. 
degree in the College of Liberal Arts.
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Students receiving certificates are required to do some 
practice teaching, under the direction of the Head of the De­
partment.
VOICE
Singing implies natural gifts o f voice developed by study 
to such a degree of tehcnical skill as makes the voice an instru­
ment responsive to the will. Musicianship is essential. Inter­
pretative power is possible for those only who have a technical 
foundation.
No previous training in voice is required for entrance to 
the Freshman class. The student should have had training 
in the elements of music, including one or more years of piano 
study, and some experience in sight singing.
V o ic e  I. Texts: “ Fundamental Principles of Vocal Tech­
nic” , Larsen; “ Thirty-six Lessons in Singing” , Witherspoon; 
36 Vocalises, Sieber. A study of Diaphraghmatic breathing, 
vowel and consonant formations, legato in scales and intervals, 
tone placing, etc. Simple songs in Italian and English.
V o ic e  II. A review of the Larsen and Witherspoon texts; 
Vaccai “ Practical Method of Singing” ; selected studies from 
Concone and Prochowsky. Technical development; the sus­
tained tone of the old Italian bel canto; ornamentation; runs 
and trills; the laws of interpretation; expression; tone color; 
clear enunciation and correct pronunciation. The Classic 
School— songs from Handel and Mozart; beginnings of Ger­
man Lieder; French songs; modern English and American 
Songs; two arias from the operas.
V o ic e  III and IV. Advanced vocalises to gain technical 
brilliance. Lieder-Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, Franz; Songs 
from Gounod, Rimsky-Korsakoff, Rachmaninoff, Debussy; at 
least four arias from the operas; one complete role in Ora­
torio ; a comprehensive repertoire.
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VOICE MAJOR 
Four-year course leading to the degree of
B a c h e l o r  of  M u sic
Freshman
Sem.
Hrs.
Sophomore
Sem.
Hrs.
Voice II.............—................... 4Voice I ....................  4Sight Singing I and I I   4 an(1 4 ......     6
Conducting I  -----  2 * f  Mugic n    g
Harmony L ............    6 Moilcrn Mugic..............   3
Keyboard Harmony I.......... 2
Ear Training & Dictation I 2
English 1 and 2.........     6
History and Apprec. Mus. I 6
Chorus .......  — 0
Piano  ..........- ......................  2
Junior
Sem.
Hrs.
Voice III.................................  4
Counterpoint  .............    6
Advanced Conducting  2
Orpheus Chorus....................  4
Chorus ............      0
Harmony II...............    6
German 3 and 4........   6
Electives .....     4
German 1 and 2....................  8
Voice Normal  ......  2
Piano .....................   2
Chorus .................................... 0
Orpheus Chorus  ...........  4
Senior
Sem.
Hrs.
Voice IV.................................  4
Oratorio  .............    2
Composition ......................... 3
Form and Analysis..............  4
Orpheus Chorus ____   4
Chorus .........................    0
French 1 and 2....................... 8
Electives .............     4
Senior Recital......................... 1
The Teachers’ Certificate is awarded upon completion of 
the Sophomore requirements, and the Diploma upon comple­
tion of the Junior requirements.
The degree of Bachelor of Music is conferred upon com­
pletion of 128 semester hours credit. For final requirements 
in the major subject, VOICE, the student must prepare for 
public performance a complete program of operatic arias, 
classic and modern songs; and, in addition one complete ora­
torio role memorized.
OLIVET COLLEGE ORATORIO SOCIETY
An annual event of major significance in our college life 
is the presentation each spring of Handel’s “ Messiah.”  The 
Messiah Choir is made up of 200 members assisted by the
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Orpheus Chorus, the orchestra, and special soloists. The Mes­
siah Choir is organized each fall and practices regularly 
throughout the year. Membership is open to the entire stu­
dent body, subject to the try-outs at the beginning of the 
school year.
THE ORPHEUS CHORUS
The Orpheus Chorus is an organization of 24 members 
which is thoroughly trained in musicianship as employed in 
vocal ensemble work and public appearance. Only those of 
exceptional talent are admitted to this organization as it rep­
resents Olivet College on one or more concert tours in the Edu­
cational Zone each year. A membership fee of $10 a year, 
payable upon admittance to the choir, pays for all music, uni­
form and tour traveling expense for each member.
THE COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
The Orchestra is a very fine musical organization under 
able leadership. This group provides splendid training for 
those who have already attained a certain degree of proficien­
cy in the playing of the proper instruments. A series of pub­
lic appearances by the orchestra brings to the college and com­
munity an excellent type of entertainment each season.
THE COLLEGE BAND
Olivet has maintained a good college band for many years. 
For those who play band instruments, as well as for those who 
desire to learn to play them, this organization offers a fine 
fellowship and opportunity for musical training.
CHILDRENS’ MUSICAL TRAINING
Children from the age of three to fourteen are taught 
Piano, Harmony and Ear Training, and Dalcroze Eurythmics 
in classes and private lessons. First and second year students 
take only class work, while third year pupils take one private 
lesson per week and three class lessons. The system used is 
the Robyn Method of Pianoforte Playing.

High School
HIGH SCHOOL
The College High School is under the direction of the Col­
lege and is primarily a preparatory school. The high school 
work has been prepared to meet the college entrance require­
ments of the North Central Association of Colleges. The 
courses are accredited by the University of Illinois, and by the 
Illinois State Department of Education.
ADMISSION
Students who present certificates of graduation from the 
common school are admitted without examination. Mature 
students, not eighth grade graduates, may be admitted on trial 
upon recommendation of the committee on registration.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
To graduate from the High School 16 units are required 
(one-half unit of which must be Bible).
A unit is the credit given for work in a subject meeting 
five times a week for at least thirty-six weeks.
Of the 16 units required, the eleven contained in Group A 
are required of all. The remaining five units may be elected 
from Group B. The lowest passing grade is 70.
For those who bring one year or more of credit from 
other schools, these requirements may be modified by the reg­
istration committee.
GROUP A
Prescribed subjects, eleven units required of all.
Units
Algebra______________ ______ _____ _________ __ ____________  1
Physiology .... ......... .............. ........ ................... ..............................  A
Plane Geometry........................... ...... .............................................  1
English Composition..... ............ ............ .............. ........................ 2
English Literature..... ........ ................. ............... ...........................  1
American Literature........................ ........................... ..................  1
Laboratory Science................................... ........ ............... ............. 1
Foreign Language (both in sam e)_______ ____ ___ _________ 2
American History______________ __ ___ _____ _________ ___ _ 1
Bible .......................................................................................... - ...... J
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GROUP B
The remaining five units may be elected from this group:
Solid Geometry.................................................... ............. ........... ..... \
Latin or French........................... ....................................................2
Advanced Algebra........................ ........................................... ........A
Ancient and Medieval History_____ _____________________ __ _1
Modern History____ _____ __________________ ____ __________ _1
Economics .............. .........................................................................
Civics __________________ _______ _______ ___ -..........................
Biology or Physics............................. ............ ........ ................ .........1
Physiography ...................... ...................... ................ .................. ..-I
Bible _______________ _____ ________ _________ ________ ______ _i
Music ....................................... ........... ...................... ..................... .1
High School students are subject to all the general regu­
lations of the school, and in addition are expected to observe 
the special rules which may be announced by the Principal of 
the High School.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ENGLISH
I. Grammar, Composition, and Literature—
This course consists of a brief, thorough review of Eng­
lish grammar and elementary work in written and oral Eng­
lish.
II. Composition, Rhetoric, and Literature (Advanced) 
English II continues the work of English I, but is more
advanced in nature, and gives the student practice in more 
difficult forms of written and spoken composition.
III. History of American Literature—
The forepart of the year is given to the study of Ameri­
can Literature. The last half of the second semester includes 
an intensive study of composition and rhetoric.
IV. History of English Literature—
A short, concise history of English literature, the origin 
of English prose and poetry, and the rise and the forms of 
drama. The last half-semester is devoted to an intensive study 
of composition.
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HISTORY
I. Ancient and Medieval History—
A study of man’s achievement, covering the period 
from the building of the great pyramid to the age of steam. 
Five hours, both semesters.
II. Modern History—
A general course dealing with the late Modern World. 
Five hours, both semesters.
III. American History—
A history of the political, social, and economic develop­
ment of the United States. Five hours, both semesters.
Economics—
A study of the elements of economics. Five hours, first 
semester.
Civics—
A study of the American government. Five hours, sec­
ond semester.
SCIENCE
I. Physiology—
A study of the functions of the organs of plants and ani­
mals, with particular attention to the human body and hy­
giene. Five hours, first semester.
II. Physiography—
A study of the principles o f physical geography. Five 
hours, second semester.
III. Physics—
A practical laboratory course dealing with the laws gov­
erning mechanics, sound, heat, light, magnetism, electricity, 
etc. Five hours, both semesters. Offered in 1937-38 and alter­
nate years.
IV. Biology—
A laboratory course dealing with the origin and life his­
tory of plants and animals. Five hours, both semesters. Of­
fered in 1938-39 and alternate years.
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LATIN
I. First Year—
Pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and readings from 
Roman mythology and history. Five hours, both semesters. 
Offered in 1938-39 and alternate years.
II. Second Year—
Translation of selections from Roman history and 
Caesar’s Gallic Wars. Five hours, both semesters. Offered in
1937-38 and alternate years.
FRENCH
I. First Year—
Pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and easy reading. 
Five hours, both semesters. Offered in 1937-38 and alternate 
years.
II. Second Year—
A continuation of French I, with more attention to read­
ing and composition. Five hours, both semesters. Offered in
1938-39 and alternate years.
MATHEMATICS
The work done in the department of mathematics is cor­
related with that done in business and in the physical sciences.
T. Elementary Algebra—
The regular topics, including an introduction to quadrat­
ics. Both semesters, five hours.
II. Plane Geometry—
A study of plane figures, including the solution of many 
original problems. Both semesters, five hours.
III. Advanced Algebra—
Advanced work covering such topics as radicals, progres­
sions, etc., and an algebraic treatment of geometry and the 
physical sciences. First semester, five hours.
IV. Solid Geometry—
Relation of lines and planes in space, dihedral angles, 
cylinders, cones, spheres, etc. Second semester, five hours.
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BIBLE
Courses in the English Bible from the Bible School De­
partment are open to high school students, who are required 
to complete one-half high school unit in Bible as a condition of 
graduation. Bible courses may be elected by high school 
freshmen or sophomores but are a requirement for juniors 
and seniors unless the student has completed the work in Bible 
before attaining upper class standing.
I. Life of Christ—
A chronological study of the Life of Christ supplemented 
by a study of the great religious paintings of the Christ. Three 
hours, both semesters, 1938-39.
II. All About the Bible—
A study of the external facts concerning the Bible: time 
of writing, scientific proofs, problems, translations, etc. Three 
hours, first semetser, 1937-38.
III. Bible Characters—
A study of the outstanding characters of the Bible. Three 
hours, second semester, 1937-38.
MUSIC
Harmony I—
This course takes up the study of scales, intervals, triads 
and 7th and 9th chords, augmented chords and modulations. 
Three hours, both semesters.
Appreciation—
A study of the structure of music, the mechanism of the 
Piano and Organ, together with a study of the orchestra and 
all its instruments, the opera, modern composers and artists. 
Two hours, two semesters.
History of Music—
A survey course in the history of music for High School 
students. Two hours, two semesters.
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SUGGESTED OUTLINE
First Year
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
English I ................ ....  5 English I................... ......... R
Mathematics I (Algebra').... 5 Mathematics I (Algebra) .... 5
Foreign Language ..... ... 5 Foreign Language............ 5
Physiology --------- ----------..... 5 Physiography .................. R
Bible (E lective)...... ........ 2 Bible (Elective)_____ _ 2
Second Year
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
English II......................... .....  5 English II....... ........ ......... . 5
Math. II (Plane Geom.) ... 5 Math. II (Plane Geom.).. 5
Foreign Language.......... ...... 5 Foreign Language............ R
History I.......................... .....  5 History I ................... ........ 5
Bible (Elective)............ 3 Bible (Elective)................ 3
Third Year
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
English III...................... .....  5 English III....... ....... ........ K
Math. I ll (Adv. Algebra).. 5 Math. IV (Solid Geom.). R
History II or Economics .....  5 History II or Civics____ R
Foreign Language.......... ...... 5 Foreign Language........... R
B ib le ................................. 3 B ib le ..... ............................ . 3
Fourth Year
First Semester Hrs. Second Semester Hrs.
English IV_______ ___ _.....  5 English IV....................... R
History III_____ ______ .....  5 History III.... ................... R
Foreign Lang, or Econ—.....  5 Foreign Lang, or Civics. B
Biology or Physics....... . .....  5 Biology or Physics........... R
Bible ............................. . .....  2 Bible .................................. 9


"Lea rn ing  is ever in the freshness o f its youth.
Learn ing furnishes the lam p by which we read the past 
and the ligh t which illum ines the future.
W h e re  there is no vision, a peop ie  perish 
A n d  no vision will exa lt a nation except the v ision o f real 
liberty, and real justice, and real pu rity  o f conduct."
